The geometry optimization, energy and binding energy (∆E) of imprinted molecule with functional monomer was studied by Gaussian 03. The template molecule is cotinine and methacrylic acid, 2-(trifluoromethyl)propenoic acid and acrylamide as functional monomer, respectively. The order of the binding energy of cotinine with the above monomers was discussed and the lowest binding energy is found with 2-(trifluoromethyl)propenoic acid. It is helpful to interpret experiment phenomena and found functional monomer selectivity.
INTRODUCTION
The molecular recognition plays an important role in biological activity in nature and most biological separation techniques depends on the role of molecular recognition. The molecular imprinting technique has developed rapidly [1] [2] [3] . It has been used in many fields widely, such as chromatography, simulation of antibody or receptor, simulation of biosensors and enzyme and synthesis of catalyst. Molecular imprinting technique is a method to synthesize molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) and the molecularly imprinted polymer has the function to identification for the target molecule (it is called template molecule). Molecularly imprinted polymer has got a lots of interest because of its versatility and amazing stereospecific recognition.
The study on the recognition performance of different functional monomers on the molecularly imprinted polymer has important significance for improving the affinity and selectivity of a molecularly imprinted polymer [4] [5] [6] . The computational chemistry methods were introduced for the study of the synthesis of molecularly imprinted polymer recently, It can reduce the number of experimental synthesis conditions greatly and reduce unnecessary consumption of reagents and labor and it has a guiding role in improving the efficiency to research and development of molecularly imprinted polymer. The results of quantum chemical calculations have more instructive because of its higher accuracy.
Cotinine is the major metabolite of nicotine [7] [8] [9] [10] . It satisfies the conditions to be an ideal biological markers, such as high selectivity and long retention time and it can be measured in all humoral matrix (including plasma, saliva, urine). Therefore, the detection choice of the cotinine in humoral in quantitative assessment of flue gas exposure in active and passive smoking crowd. It is very important to establish accurate detection of these biomarkers analysis method.
The computer simulation was studied by Gaussian 03, The template molecule is cotinine (COT) and methacrylic acid (MAA), 2-(trifluoromethyl) propenoic acid (TFMAA) and acrylamide (AM) as functional monomer, respectively. The order of the binding energy of cotinine with the above monomers was discussed and the highest binding energy is TFMAA. It is helpful to interpret experiment phenomena and found functional monomer selectivity.
EXPERIMENTAL
The geometries of all compounds were optimized using the PM3 method. Harmonic vibrational frequencies calculated at the same level were used for characterization of stationary points as a minimum. All quantum calculations were performed with the Gaussian 03 program. Hydrogen bonding is the main consideration to form the molecularly imprinted polymer in the pre-assembled system. the binding energy reflected the interaction between cotinine and different monomer, it was calculated according to the following formula: ∆E = E (MIP) -∆E (Each components of the MIP) The E is the single energy of components. In order to select the functional monomer, all the possible complexes formed the monomer and template molecules were calculated in the study and the comparison of the strength of the interaction between the template molecule and the functional monomer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Stability configurations of template molecule and functional monomer:
The geometry parameters of template molecule and functional monomer are shown in Fig. 1 . The list of the possible mode of action of molecularly imprinted polymer pre-polymerization process may occur in between the template molecule and functional monomer. The lower of ∆E, the more stable of complexes that were prepolymerization by the template molecule and functional monomer. The functional monomer imprinting effect is stronger. So the order of the ∆E of the complexes simulated by different functional monomers with a template molecule could screening functional monomer effective and selecting the functional monomer whose imprint is better. It could reduced the time and consumption of the experimental greatly.
It can be concluded that ∆E Complex(c) < ∆E Complex(b) < ∆E Complex(a), it can be speculated that the best molecular recognition ability is by the molecularly imprinted polymer of cotinine and TFMAA, the MAA is better and the AM is the worst.
There are three F atoms in the TFMAA and their electronwithdrawing ability is stronger than the three hydrogen atoms' on the MAA, so the stability of the hydrogen bonds between TFMAA and COT is more than the hydrogen bonds between MAA and COT.
The hydrogen bonds between AM and COT are N-H···O and the hydrogen bonds between TFMAA (MAA) and COT are O-H···O, the stability of the hydrogen bonds between AM and COT is the worst than the hydrogen bonds between TFMAA (MAA) and COT, because of the electronegativity of O atom is more than the electronegativity of N atom. 
